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FROM THE PRESIDENT,
Phil Sirvid
Kia ora koutou and season’s greetings members,
It’s hard to believe that 2021 is almost at an end. It’s certainly had its share of low
points as the pandemic continues to impact the world and the Massey Science
restructure that affects a number of members still rumbles on. But it hasn’t all
been doom and gloom.
One of the great entomological highlights of the year for me was the extremely
well-attended and well-run Entomological Society conference in Dunedin. For
many – me included – it was the first in-person conference in quite some time.
While we’ve been forced to learn more about connecting with colleagues remotely,
there’s nothing like being in the same room with friends and colleagues. A big
thank you to Jenny Jandt and her team for making this such a success.
Members who attended the Society’s AGM at the conference might remember we
plan to conduct a survey. This should give us a clearer picture of our membership
composition and also gives you a chance to have your say on what we do. Look
out for an email message on this soon.
We have big conference plans for 2022 as we are scheduled to host a joint
conference with the Australian Entomological Society in Rotorua next July.
However, uncertainty around the pandemic and border restrictions may force us to
rethink our plans. We will keep you informed about any further developments.
It’s now officially summer and if you’ve been enjoying daylight savings these last
couple of months, you have entomologist George Vernon Hudson to thank for
that. Hudson came up with the idea of having more daylight hours to collect
insects after work. Those of you doing light-trapping may not be quite so thrilled!
On behalf of the Executive Committee I wish you all a happy (and safe) Christmas
and New Year.
Phil Sirvid
(President)
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Flax Weevil Translocation Expedition
By Mark Anderson
As a large and flightless invertebrate, flax weevils (Anagotus fairburni) are especially
vulnerable to rodents. They have persisted in one or two alpine areas in Marlborough
and the Tararuas but are mostly restricted to rodent-free islands from Fiordland to the
Three Kings. Here they emerge each night from the base of harakeke/flax plants to feed
on the leaf margins, where they leave a characteristic ovoid notch. Their defence during
the day is to hide deep in the
leaf litter, camouflaged
amongst the dead leaves. At
night, the defence that
evolved to withstand predation
by nocturnal birds involves
letting go of their tight grip on
the leaves and falling back
towards the base of the plant
where they lie motionless.
This sounds like small apples
are falling from a tree.
Despite a long history of flax weevil translocations to newly rodent-free islands, we still
know very little about how to do this successfully. One reintroduction has been a little
too successful (Mana), where research is ongoing to figure out why the flax weevils are
eating their way through much of the flax at the
introduction site. At other sites, the founder population
has increased, but not dispersed very far from the
release site and they are having little impact on the flax.
In 2018, we proposed to the Department of
Conservation, iwi partners, and the owner of one of
the islands the opportunity to increase flax weevil
distribution to more sites and to learn what we can about
the translocation of large weevils. This is important
because some of our endemic weevils (Canterbury
knobbled, ngaio weevil) have very small populations and
are restricted to few sites. They would benefit from
translocations, but the risk to the species is high with the
huge information gap. Our goals were to assist the
restoration of islands in the Marlborough Sounds, whilst learning what we can about
translocations. We are particularly interested in the effect of founder population size on
translocation success.
A team of keen weevilers made up of representatives from Ngati Koata, DOC rangers
and volunteers headed out to Puangiangi and Whakaterepapanui in the Te
Hoiere/Pelorus Sound in October 2021. Of particular interest is that both islands were
considered ideal for translocations of flax weevils when rodents were removed in 2001.
If
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Flax Weevil Translocation Expedition
By Mark Anderson
Miraculously, flax weevils have since ‘appeared’ on both
islands, possibly by using the flax on steep cliffs as a
refuge. Over two nights, we carried out a population
density estimate, using mark-recapture and found that in
the accessible flax, there were approximately 1000 flax
weevils on each island. With only 1% of each island
surveyed, things were looking good for these two
populations. This gave us the confidence to collect 80
weevils from each island for their translocation to their
new homes on Kokomohua/Long Island and Motuara in
Queen Charlotte Sound. Both had rodents removed in
2001. At the release sites, we created six different
Founder population sizes from 10-35 on the two islands
and with plans for further translocations in 2022, we hope
to be able to assess the effect of different founder population sizes on how quickly
each group can reproduce and disperse. This will begin once the weevils have
undergone a couple of generations. In parallel, work is underway in a sister species
to discover the duration of a breeding cycle with the captive breeding of astelia
weevils (Anagotus oconnori).
If successful, we think that when flax weevils will become common on these islands.
This will increase the volume of decomposing flax leaves and eventually limit flax
growth due to larval damage of the
roots. It is hoped that this will speed
up the return of larger tree species in
the large areas that are currently
dominated by flax on these islands.
By emerging each night for a few
hours to slowly munch on a small
amount of flax leaf, this species of
weevil should help restore these
islands to their former health a little
more quickly.
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Student Profile: Luna Thomas
Department of Zoology, University of Otago
Luna Thomas is a PhD student in
Zoology at the University of Otago with
Sheri Johnson and Jenny Jandt.
Question: What is your research about?
Luna Thomas: My research focuses on
the mating behaviour of the native stag
beetle Geodorcus helmsi. First, I am
determining whether there are any
alternate male morphs, which is common
in animals with exaggerated morphology.
Second, I am using Scanning Electron
Microscopy to see whether pheromones
play a role in their mating behaviour.
Thirdly, I am looking at their competitive
behaviour by placing males into an arena
and recording their interactions. Many
animals with exaggerated morphology
use their exaggerated traits in
competitions over access to some limiting
resources in their environment (often
mating opportunities). Finally, I am also
collecting data on their preferred habitats
and behaviours out in the wild. I am doing
this by observing them in the field.
Q: What do you like most about your
research/insect of interest? LT:
Everything about the beetles I work on is
amazing! I am very thankful that I have
gotten the chance to work on these
fantastic insects. I have always loved
insects that have horns. I think they are
charismatic and fascinating! But, if I had
to choose an aspect that I like most about
these beetles, then I would have to say
their mandibles. Seeing a stag beetle
open their mandibles makes them look
like they are ready to take on the world!
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Q: What has been the most challenging
part of your research so far? LT: The most
challenging part of my research would have
to be Covid. The first lockdown happened
about a month after I arrived in New
Zealand. Added to that, my wife was stuck
in the United States and couldn't get over
until the end of 2020. So, in my first year I
was really lonely and made staying
motivated difficult. But I am incredibly
thankful for all the friends I have made who
helped to keep me motivated!
Q: Any upcoming projects or experiments
you might want to tell us about? LT: The
most exciting upcoming project is that I am
going to spend a month on Stewart Island.
I am planning to visit a couple of predator
free areas (Mamaku Point and Ulva Island)
and some of the native bush around Oban.
Last year we found large caches of heads
that looks to be eaten by rodents. I was
also given more samples from Steve
Trewick showing the same pattern. I have
also heard that the stag beetles in predator
free areas can get quite large, so I want to
see if the rodents on Stewart Island are
affecting the size distribution for G.
helmsi. I am also hoping to see some fight
in the wild!
If anyone is out tramping in the woods this
summer, I would love some pictures of
these beetles! If you are interested in
taking some pictures of these beetles so I
can use them in my analyses,
then you can email me
at thobe008@student.otago.ac.nz.
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iNaturalist Report
By Samuel Brown
Over the past few years, iNaturalist (https://inaturalist.nz) has emerged as a
significant source of data and promoter of interest in the natural world, including
insects. During this year’s conference in Dunedin, iNaturalist was referred to
frequently, with observations being used as evidence of mast-flowering events of
alpine plants, to tracking the spread of insects which have newly arrived in New
Zealand. It was also wonderful to meet a number of people whose interest in
entomology had been sparked and encouraged through their involvement on
iNaturalist.
One of the most valuable and important outcomes of this growth is the creation of
an online collection which is of a similar size to many of our national natural
history collections. As of 22 November 2021, iNaturalist has 1,508,878
observations from New Zealand, of which 247,678 are of insects and have been
contributed by 9169 observers. Of these, 112,831 observations of 2959 species
are “Research Grade” (meaning that over 2/3 of identifiers, or a minimum of two
people, agree on the species shown). Once observations reach ‘Research Grade’,
they are exported and made available to data aggregators such as the Global
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), with iNaturalist currently being the fourth
largest contributor of data on New Zealand insects to GBIF. The rate of additions
is impressive. This year, there has been an average of 1015 New Zealand insect
observations posted per week.
For these reasons, it is important that the data on iNaturalist is accurate.
iNaturalist uses a community consensus approach to arrive at an identification for
observations and works best when many knowledgeable people are engaged in
suggesting identifications. There are plenty of opportunities to contribute
identifications. Currently, there are 70,017 observations which have not been
identified to species, and 15,155 which haven’t been identified to family. When
suggesting identifications be bold but know the extent of your knowledge. Be
prepared to justify your identification and be responsive. The overwhelming
majority of interactions I have had on the site have been positive and
encouraging, and I have found it to be a sphere where taxonomic knowledge is
appreciated and admired.
My own knowledge of insects has increased substantially through my involvement
on iNaturalist. Having at my fingertips a large number of photographs across the
broad range of genera and species that I am interested in is extremely useful for
getting a feel for the variation and difference between species. Continuously
looking at observations and critically thinking about their identification has honed
my ability to recognise a wide range of taxa, and my interactions with others has
enhanced my ability at explaining characters and providing succinct diagnoses to
differentiate taxa. I have also found much inspiration in seeing the taxa which
catch people’s eyes and contribute observations for and am always reminded by
how diverse the natural world is and how there is always more to know and learn
about it.
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iNaturalist Report (continued)
By Samuel Brown
Finally, it is always pleasant to just admire so many photographs of the beautiful
insects that we share Aotearoa with. The constant flow of observations, many of
which are provided by some excellent photographers, means that there are always
amazing creatures to admire and enjoy. Insect observations from New Zealand can
be admired at https://inaturalist.nz/observations?place_id=6803&taxon_id=47158.

Aurotipula clara
(Diptera: Tipulidae),
iNaturalist observation
101417995. Photograph
courtesy of KereruKade
El Zero M, license:
CC: BY-NC.

Koroana rufifrons
(Hemiptera: Cixiidae),
iNaturalist observation
101456233.
Photograph courtesy
of thenickdude,
license:
CC: BY-NC.

A request for spider parasitoids Acroceridae
– hunch-back flies
"Hello, I'm Shaun Thompson. I'm a soon-to-be PhD student and will be studying the
Acroceridae family. The Acroceridae are a group of spider parasitoids that are
naturally uncommon in New Zealand.
They are present as adults from late October to late March (but are at their most
abundant from December to January).
If anyone encounters these flies this summer, I would greatly appreciate it if they
sent them down to me (and I would be happy to cover costs of sending).
My contact email is shaunthompson301@gmail.com."
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Opportunity for students working in chemical ecology and
forests insects

On behalf of IUFRO WP 7.03.16: a new initiative to highlight graduate student research on
the behavioural and chemical ecology of forest insects. Beginning in January 2022 we will
host a series of three webinars that will provide a platform for graduate students to present their
work and develop their networks.
Talks will be pre-recorded and submitted in advance of each symposia for judging. The top
three from each region will be presented for a total of six student presentations per
symposia. The best talk from each region (i.e., two will be selected from each symposia)
will be recognized and our goal is to offer financial assistance to each winner to attend the
IUFRO All-Division 7 meeting in 2022 in Portugalwhere the winners will present their talks
in a symposium highlighting student research in the working party (the symposia has been
approved by the organizing committee of the All-Division 7 meeting and we have some funding
already secured).
The first webinar will occur 24-January at 12:00 UTC and will have talks from graduate
students studying in Europe (n=3) and Africa (n=3).
The second webinar will occur 21-February at 18:00 UTC and will have talks from graduate
students studying in North America (n=3) and Central/South America (n=3).
The third webinar will occur 28-March at 04:00 UTC and will have talks from graduate students
studying in Asia (n=3) and Oceania (n=3).
Anyone interested in participating needs to visit the registration page
(see https://www.fabinet.up.ac.za/index.php/event/IUFRO_WP_7.03.16_Mentoring_Program/).
Although only the top three talks from each region will be played in the webinars, all submitted
talks will be uploaded to the WP 7.03.16 YouTube page where they can be viewed. Registration
is now open and in a few weeks we will be contacting students interested in participating to
explain deadlines and the submission process.

Bequest to the Society from the Zondag Estate
Many members will remember Rudi Zondag. Rudi was a former president of the society and
renowned for his work on bark beetles and scale insects. More about his life and work can be
found here: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00779962.1996.9722033
The Zondag Estate has generously bequeathed $10,000 to support entomological research.
The Executive Committee is organising a new award in honour of this donation.
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Nanogirl's ‘Super World Clever Creatures’ Hot off the
Press!
Nanogirl’s Super World: Clever Creatures of Aotearoa, has now launched...and it’s
pretty spectacular!
The Super World Backyard Explorer Kit consists of a beautifully designed
hardcover book that guides young scientist-in-training on an outdoor adventure,
discovering the superpowers of New Zealand’s tiny fauna. It’s packed with
activities, illustrations, facts, and profiles of real Kiwi scientist role models (including
a few of our own members!) making a difference through their research here in
New Zealand.
The book is filled with hands-on ‘unplugged’ activities to help your child spend time
away from their screen and outside in nature discovering science right on their
doorstep. It's designed for reading age 8-11 but there are plenty of pictures for
younger children to follow.
With shipping delayed by COVID, Super World will launch in stores early in early
2022.
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Beetle Bonanza for Lincoln University Entomology
Research Collection
By John Marris
The Lincoln University Entomology Research Collection has completed the
mammoth task of adding 14,000 beetle specimens to its collection. The beetles
were gifted by Raphael Didham, formerly of the University of Canterbury, and
comprise the largest single donation of specimens in the Lincoln collection’s 50year history. The donation includes nearly 1,000 species of beetles, many of
which are new to science, and adds significantly to the 250,000 pinned insects in
the Lincoln collection.
The beetle collection came from the large-scale ‘Hope River forest fragmentation
project’ by Raphael and his PhD student, Rob Ewers (Ewers et al. 2002). The
study investigated the impact of forest changes (such as declining forest cover,
altered spatial arrangement of small, isolated patches, and edge effects from
adjacent pastoral land) on the invertebrate fauna in the Hurunui District. The
project compiled a huge inventory of over 700,000 invertebrate specimens,
including more than 50,000 beetles, and was equally impressive in the array of
publications that arose from it.
Research technician, Sally Ladbrook, took 700 hours to complete the beetle
integration project. The work was funded by the Brian Mason Scientific and
Technical Trust, which provides grants to support science and technology in the
Canterbury and Westland regions. In a nice twist of fate, the Hope River project
was initially funded by the Brian Mason Trust in 2000. Surplus specimens from the
integration project are due to go to the New Zealand Arthropod Collection, with
surplus specimens to be offered to other New Zealand collections.
Raphael Didham left Canterbury University in
2008 and is now a Professor of Ecology at the
University of Western Australia. Rob Ewers
completed his PhD in 2004 and is now a
Professor of Ecology at Imperial College,
London. They are proof of what good things
can come from studying beetles!
We thank the Brian Mason Scientific and T
echnical Trust for their generous support.
John Marris
Lincoln University
23 September 2021

Research technician, Sally Ladbrook,
examining new additions to the Lincoln
collection

Reference
Ewers, R. M., Didham, R. K. and Ranson, L. H. 2002. The Hope River forest
fragmentation project. The Wētā 24(1): 25-34.
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Request for Celaenia Information
By Lilith Fisher
Kia ora, my name is Lilith and I am a MSc student at The University of Auckland. My
thesis will be a taxonomic revision of our four native Celaenia (bird dropping spiders); C.
penna, C. olivacea, C. tuberosa and C. hectori. I am currently looking for any information
on these species, including photographs, location and habitat types, as well as collection
of specimens.
If you have any information, please email me at lfis133@aucklanduni.ac.nz.
Ngā mihi nui.
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Aotearoa Moth Week
By Morgane Merien
Every year, from July 17th to the 25th, countries around the
world dedicate a whole week to celebrate moths. This falls in the
middle of winter for us here in Aotearoa, but this year the
Entomological Society of New Zealand decided to take part!
In celebration of our amazing pūrerehua, we ran our own
Aotearoa Moth Week. This included a country wide project on
iNaturalist (https://inaturalist.nz/projects/aotearoa-moth-week),
five ‘Moth of the Day’ stories to highlight a few of our fantastic
species, wonderful moth poetry by Robert Hoare and Lily Duval
(all up on the website!), a colouring competition for kids which
was ran online and in participating museums around the country,
and various lightrapping events open to the public!
The response was phenomenal, and we even got the media
involved. I had the pleasure of talking to Bryan Crump on RNZ
Nights about why we celebrate moths
(https://www.rnz.co.nz/national/programmes/nights/audio/20188
04976/celebrating-moths), and also had a piece published in
Newsroom on why moths matter
(https://www.newsroom.co.nz/auckland-oped-on-moths). Thank
you to Sheri Johnson and Eric Edwards for all the help putting
the info together!
On iNaturalist, we ended the week with a total of 477
observations of moths, from a range of 115 species. We had 69
observers from around the country!

Hook-tip Fern looper by jacqui-nz

Five finger looper by possumsend

Tatosoma transitaria by ryvesie

For Moth week in Christchurch, two 1-hour events were run for moth week at Pūtaringamotu /
Riccarton Bush in Ōtautahi/Christchurch for Moth Week. Over the two nights 75 people turned
up to see what moths were flying around the bush in the middle of winter. 15 observations of
five species were made, which was good for winter evenings in Ōtautahi/Christchurch. The
members of the public were really interested and asked lots of questions about why we light
trap for moths (Thanks to Johno Ridden). In Auckland, there was a lightrapping session with
the Auckland branch at Waiatarua Reserve (Thanks to Neville Hudson). Members of the public
came along and were very interested! In Wellington, there was a private lightrapping session
for members at Zealandia (Thanks to William Brockelsby).
Light trapping in Ōtautahi

Light trapping in Tāmaki Makaurau
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Aotearoa Moth Week
By Morgane Merien
We had a total of 89 entries for the colouring competition and we had a very hard job
narrowing down the winners! Winners got a range of insect theme books including
‘There’s a wētā on my sweater’ and ‘Life-size Guide to Insects’, as well as an official
certificate from the Society!
Winners: Rowan May (5 years and under category), Nelson Allen (6-9 years old
category), Stefanie Li (9-12 years old category), Anna Brunt (over 12 years old
category)
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Entomological Society of New Zealand contacts:
President
Phil Sirvid: president@ento.org.nz
Vice-President
Tara Murray: vice@ento.org.nz
Immediate Past-President
Anne Wignall: pastpres@ento.org.nz
New Zealand Entomologist Editor-in-Chief
Jenny Jandt: editor@ento.org.nz
The Wētā Editor
Simon Hodge: theweta@ento.org.nz
Treasurer (for monetary contributions)
Julia Kasper: treasurer@ento.org.nz
Assistant Treasurer
Neil Birrell nbir012@aucklanduni.ac.nz
Membership
NB. Please update your contact information (especially your email address) to
receive notices and the newsletter.
Johnathon Ridden: membership@ento.org.nz
Society Secretary
Sheri Johnson: secretary@ento.org.nz
Outreach Officer
Morgane Merien: morganemerien@gmail.com
Website Editor
Aaron Harmer: webmaster@ento.org.nz
Officers: Sophie Hunt, Sam Brown, Grace Hall
.
EntoSoc on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nzentosoc
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EntoSoc on Twitter: https://www.twitter/NZ_EntoSoc

